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Abstract. While the behavioral side of categorical perception in speech is already well investigated, little is known concerning its underlying neural mechanisms. In this study, a computer-implemented neurophonetic model of speech
production and perception is used in order to elucidate the functional neural
mechanisms responsible for categorical perception. 20 instances of the model
(“virtual listeners/speakers”) underwent a speech acquisition training procedure
and then performed behavioral tests, i.e. identification and discrimination experiments based on vocalic and CV-syllabic speech stimuli. These virtual listeners
showed the expected behavioral results. The inspection of the neural organization of virtual listeners indicated clustering in the case of categorical perception and no clustering in the case of non-categorical (continuous) perception for
neurons representing the stimuli. These results highlight a possible neural organization underlying categorical and continuous perception.
Keywords: speech perception, categorical perception, identification, discrimination, neural model of speech production.

1 Introduction
Categorical perception is an important feature of speech, needed for successfully
differentiating and identifying sounds, syllables, or words. Categorical speech perception enables humans to map different realizations of one speech sound into one
category. This is important in order to achieve a robust discrimination of different
speech items, even if these items are realized by different speakers or by different
articulations of the same speaker. A quantitative definition of categorical perception,
based on identification and discrimination experiments, was given decades ago [1].
Based on this definition it was shown that a consonantal stimulus continuum covering
the /ba/-/da/-/ga/-range is perceived more categorically than a vocalic stimulus continuum covering the /i/-/e/-/a/-range [2]. It is unclear whether pure continuous perception occurs at all since even non-speech acoustic stimulus continua like e.g. single
tone stimulus continua (pitch perception) indicate a tendency to categorical perception
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(for a discussion of non-speech continuous or categorical perception see [3], [4], [5],
and [6]). Currently, the interest in categorical versus continuous perception again
increases, because the underlying neural mechanisms of continuous and categorical
perception are not yet resolved (see [7] and [8]) and because categorical perception
algorithms are needed for the construction of artificial agents [9].
On the basis of computer simulation experiments a neural mechanism will be identified in this study, which could be responsible for categorical vs. continuous perception of acoustic stimulus continua. These experiments are based on a neurophonetic
model of speech production and speech perception, which is capable to
reproduce the quantitative results of behavioral identification and discrimination experiments occurring for consonantal /ba/-/da/-/ga/- and vocalic /i/-/e/-/a/-stimulus
continua [10].

2 The Neurophonetic Model
Our neurophonetic model (Fig. 1) can be divided in a motor feed forward part (from
phonemic map via phonetic map or motor planning module to articulatory states) and
a sensory feedback part (from sensory preprocessing via sensory-phonetic processing
to syllabic auditory map SAM and to syllabic somatosensory map SSM).
In the case of the production (motor feed forward part) of frequent syllables (i.e. already acquired syllables), each syllable is coded by one model neuron on the level of
the phonemic map. Activation of that phonemic state (e.g. /ba/) leads to a coactivation of one or more neurons within the phonetic map further co-activating a
motor plan, syllabic auditory and somatosensory state for that syllable. At the motor
plan level, a gesture score is activated for that syllable, i.e. a high level motor description of all vocal tract actions and their temporal coordination needed for producing
that syllable; i.e. consonantal bilabial closing action, vocalic tongue lowering action,
and glottal closing action for phonation and the temporal coordination of these vocal
tract actions in the case of /ba/ [11]. This motor plan state leads to an activation of
specific primary motor states (i.e. articulator positions and movements; cp. [12]) for
each time instant during the execution of the syllable.
Within the sensory feedback part, a current somatosensory and auditory state (sensory state) is passed from the periphery (receptor neurons and preprocessing modules)
towards the somatosensory and auditoy map for each time instant. The sensory state is
stored at the level of the syllabic auditory and syllabic somatosensory map (SAM and
SSM as part of the working or short-term memory). Auditory preprocessing is implemented currently by extracting the formant frequency of the first three formants with
a time step of 10 ms. Thus the trajectories of the first three formants F1, F2, and F3
over time are stored for a whole syllable within the SAM (syllable formant pattern).
In the same way tactile information (i.e. contact area of lips, hard and soft palate) and
somatosensory information (i.e. current position and movement velocity of upper and
lower lips, tongue tip, tongue body and lower jaw) is updated each 10 ms and stored
temporarily in the SSM for produced and currently perceived syllables.
In order to provide the model with speech knowledge, a babbling training and afterwards an imitation training is performed. During babbling training syllabic sensory
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states related to syllabic motor states were generated for an amount of 2158 random
proto-V and 2079 random proto-CV training items (V = vocalic; C = consonant).
1000 training steps were calculated per training item. The babbling training leads to
an adjustment of neural link weights between the phonetic map (i.e. a a selforganizing map or SOM) and the motor plan, syllabic auditory, and syllabic somatosensory map [13]. Currently, two separate 15x15 SOM’s were trained for V- and
CV-items, i.e. the V-part and the CV-part of the phonetic map. After languageindependent babbling training the same SOM’s and their neural association to motor
map, sensory maps and now also to the phonemic map were further trained now by
imitating language specific 6125 V- and 6255 CV-stimuli. This was done for a
“model language” comprising five vowels (/i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, /u/), three consonants (/b/,
/d/, /g/), and all 15 CV-combinations (C = consonant, V = vowel) of these speech
sounds. Again, 1000 training steps were calculated per training item. After babbling
and imitation training the model was capable to produce and to perceive these 5
trained vowels and the 15 trained syllables.

Fig. 1. Organization of the neurophonetic model of speech production and perception. Framed
boxes indicate neural maps, arrows indicate neural mappings or processing paths, non-framed
boxes indicate processing modules (see also text).
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3 Method
20 instances of the model (i.e. “virtual listeners/speakers”) were trained using a different initialization of the phonetic to phonemic, sensory, and motor plan map. The knowledge which is acquired for each instance of the model during the babbling and
imitation phase (i.e. during the earliest phases of speech acquisition) is stored within
the bidirectional neural associations of phonetic to other maps as described above.
Thus a phonetic state, which is represented by a neuron within the phonetic map,
represents (i) a realization of a phonemic state /V/ or /CV/, (ii) a motor plan state, (iii)
an auditory state, and (iv) a somatosensory state. Consequently, the activation of a
phonetic state via the phonemic map – as it occurs during production – means that the
speaker knows, how to produce that speech item (motor plan), what that speech item
sounds like (auditory map), and what the production of that speech item “feels” like
(somatosensory map). Moreover, the activation of a phonetic state via the auditory path
(i.e. via activation of a syllabic auditory state) – as it occurs during perception – means
that the listener is capable to identify its phonemic state via most strongly co-activated
neuron within the phonemic map. We tried to visualize this complex information associated with each neuron of the phonetic map in Fig. 2 for the V-part and in Fig. 3 for
the CV-part of the phonetic map. 15x15 maps were chosen for the V- as well as for the
CV-part (C=/b, d, g/) of the phonetic map (see section 4 of this paper).
After speech acquisition training (i.e. babbling and imitation), the 20 instances of
the model as virtual listeners can perform identification and discrimination experiments for a vocalic /i/-/e/-/a/- stimulus continuum (13 stimuli) and for a consonantal
/ba/-/da/-/ga/-stimulus continuum (13 stimuli as well, see Kröger et al. 2009). Listening to each of these acoustic stimuli leads to a specific neural activation pattern at the
syllabic auditory state level (SAM, Fig. 1) and subsequently to a specific coactivation at the level of the phonetic map. Thus within the phonetic map for each of
the 13 V- and 13 CV-stimuli one (winner) neuron can be identified, which exhibits
the highest activation and thus represents the phonetic state of that stimulus. These
“stimulus neurons” are indicted in Fig. 2 and 3 by bold outlined boxes for the V- and
the CV-part of the phonetic map for a sample virtual listener (i.e. model instance 11).

4 Results
Fig. 2 and 3 display the V- and the CV-part of a phonetic map including the visualization of link weights (i.e. strength of connection of neurons) between phonetic and
auditory and phonetic and motor plan map for a typical virtual listener (listener 11). A
first inspection of this phonetic map indicates that the winner neurons representing the
phonetic states of the 13 V-stimuli (also called V-stimulus neurons) are distributed
nearly continuously while the CV-stimulus neurons are clustered into 3 groups. And it
can be seen that this clustering is related to phoneme regions, i.e. to the /ba/-, /da/-,
and /ga/-region (Fig. 3).
We tested the hypothesis that the tendency for clustering of states is higher for the
CV- than for the V-case by analyzing the location of all test stimulus neurons within
the phonetic maps for all 20 instances of the model. For this analysis two criteria were
set for identifying a stimulus neuron cluster: (i) Neighboring neurons within a cluster
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Fig. 2. Phonemic, motor, and sensory states represented by each neuron of the phonetic map for
vowels (model instance 11). Each box represents a neuron of the phonetic map for vowels.
Light grey bars represent the degree of activation of a phonemic state (from left to right: degree
of /i/-, /e/-, /a/-, /o/-, /u/-activation. The dashed and small solid outlined boxes indicate phoneme regions, i.e. an activation of one phonemic state above 80% (dashed = /i/; solid = /e/;
dotted = /a/; dash-dotted = /o/; dash-dott-dotted = /u/). The horizontal grey lines indicate the
bark-scaled value of the first three formants representing the vocalic auditory state (bottom = 3
bark; top = 15 bark). The dark grey dot indicates the motor and proprioceptive representation of
the vocalic tongue position (vertical = front – back; horizontal = low – high). The bold outlined
boxes represent neurons which were activated by the vocalic stimulus continuum (“stimulus
neurons”). The numbers within these boxes equals the stimulus number within the vocalic
stimulus continuum.

need to be at least in a “next but one” relation, i.e. a maximum distance of one intermediate (non-stimulus) neuron is allowed between two neighboring neurons within a
cluster. If the distance is greater than that, these two neurons are not members of the
same cluster. (ii) A cluster needs to comprise at least 3 neurons.
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Fig. 3. Phonemic, motor, and sensory states represented by each neuron of the phonetic map for
CV-syllables (model instance 11). Each box represents a neuron of the phonetic map for CVsyllables. Light grey bars represent the degree of activation of a phonemic state (from left to
right: degree of /b/-, /d/-, /g/-activation. The dashed and small solid outlined boxes indicate
phoneme regions, i.e. an activation of one phonemic state above 80% (dashed = /b/; solid = /d/;
dotted = /g/). The horizontal grey trajectories indicate the bark-scaled value of the first three
formants representing the auditory state of the syllable (bottom = 3 bark; top = 15 bark). The
dark grey dot indicates the motor and proprioceptive representation of the final vocalic tongue
position within the CV syllable (vertical = front – back; horizontal = low – high). Motor states
can only be produced by those neurons which reach a phonemic activation above 80%. In these
cases the bar represents the primary consonantal articulator (i.e. labial, apical or dorsal). The
bold outlined boxes represent neurons which were activated by the consonantal stimulus continuum (“stimulus neurons”). The numbers within these boxes represent the stimulus number
within the consonantal stimulus continuum.
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The cluster analysis of all 20 virtual listeners indicates that for 19 virtual listeners,
the V-part of the phonetic map exhibits one stimulus cluster covering all three phoneme regions (i.e. the /i/-, /e/-, and /a/-region). This can be interpreted as a continuous
distribution of stimulus neurons over the three vocalic phoneme regions. Only one
instance exhibits a stimulus cluster, which does not cover all three vocalic phoneme
regions (Tab. 1). Furthermore for 11 (of 20) virtual listeners, the CV-part of the phonetic map clearly displays three clusters, each associated with a single phoneme
region (i.e. /b/-, /d/-, and /g/-region). This can be interpreted as a clear case for clustering of stimulus neurons with respect to phoneme regions. For the remaining 9 virtual listeners, the CV-part of the phonetic map includes clusters covering more than
one phoneme region (Tab. 1). Moreover in the CV-part of the phonetic map, 33
stimulus clusters were identified in total over all 20 virtual listeners, which can be
associated with a single phoneme region. In contrast in the case of the V-part of the
phonetic maps this only occurs for one stimulus cluster in total over all 20 virtual
listeners (see Tab. 1).
Table 1. Results of a cluster analysis for the CV- and V-parts of the phonetic maps of all 20
virtual listeners (instances). The amount of instances, which exhibit the expected clustering, are
indicated by bold letters. (CL = cluster; PR = phoneme region)

Type of instance
1 CL covering 3 PR
1 CL covering 2 PR
1 CL covering 1 PR
Total

amount of instances
/CV/
1
8
11
20

/V/
19
0
1
20

amount of CL’s associated
with a single PR
/CV/
/V/
0
0
0
0
33
1
33
1

5 Discussion
Our results indicate a stronger tendency towards a clustering of stimulus neurons in
the case of the CV-part of phonetic maps than in the V-part. This result underlines
that CV-stimuli (/C/ = /b/, /d/, or /g/) are perceived categorically while V-stimuli are
perceived less categorically (more continuously) and this result is in accordance with
the results of behavioral identification and discrimination experiments done by these
virtual listeners [10]. It would be important now to create brain imaging experiments
which support (or contradict) these results. But cortical phoneme regions seem to be
very small, which makes these experiments very difficult [14].
In accordance with other approaches for modeling categorical perception [15, 9] our
approach stresses the importance of learning and neural self-organization in order to
reach typical features of categorical perception. But beyond other approaches our model
stresses the importance of a supramodal “phonetic” level of self-organization which –
beside linguistic information – takes into account sensory and motor information in
parallel. We will demonstrate in further experiments that in the case of perception for
place of articulation (labial – apical – dorsal) categories may emerge directly from anatomical facts and thus, infants just need (self-)babbling training in order to reach
categorical perception of place of articulation. Since articulators (i.e. our hardware)
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developed during evolution our model also delivers arguments for an evolution of categorical perception [16] at least for the perception of place of articulation.
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